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Language is powerful, whether spoken or written. It 
inspires and acknowledges people in their societies. Hand 

illustrated typography has constituted a visible presence 
in African culture, a popular avenue for projecting wisdom, 
values and belief systems. Apart from expressing folk wisdom 
and thoughts, these letterforms represent credible means for 
gaining access into the beliefs, worldview, thought patterns 
and ideologies of its people. Looking at hand illustrated 
typography in urban and rural landscapes of Ghana, this paper, 
will explore how the language and its cultural surroundings 
have influenced design choices in typography. Furthermore, 
it will visually analyze the cultural significance of letter forms, 
exploring a variety of images that features examples of hand 
illustrated typography in Ghana. This paper will show a way 
of life and a form of communication which has, overtime 
acquired artistic dimensions as artifacts and become a 
distinct form of public dialogue between the people and their 
environment.
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